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More changes in store for Dining and Housing Services

Campus news
at a glance-

New meal plans and residence hall guidelines go into effect next fall

Attention soon-tobe graduates

by Brien Bartels
Staff reporter

All students intending to
graduate at the end of Spring
Quarter must have their
applications and fees in to
the Academic Services
Office by March I 5.
Students planning to
graduate after Summer
Quarter but are participating
in Commencement in June
must also have an application on file by March 15.
Applications can be picked
up in Mitchell Hall.

It doesn't look like you' 11 be able
to eat 14 meals a week in Central' s
dining halls next year. You' II have
to take 154 a quarter. And if you
say you live in Barto, don't be
surprised if people correct you to
say "Academically Focused Community."
Dining Services, Housing, and
Residence Living have announced
changes in their programs for the
1996-1997 school year.
Dining services will offer two
meal plans next year, rather than
the current array of six. The two
plans, for either 154 or 110 per
quarter, with $30 debit card ac-

Who turned out
the lights?
For those of you who will
be around campus on
Saturday, March 23, the
power will be out for
maintenance Crom 7 a.m. to
6p.m.

What?! No dessert? Dining services dishes out new meal programs.

See PLANS/page 2
David Dick/ The Observer

Fee increase for health and counseling being studied

Working on a
Master Plan

by Brien Bartels
Staff reporter

On April 8 from l p.m. to
4 p.m. students, faculty and
staff arc invited to the Board
of Trustees Room in Barge
412 to provide input. and to
hear and see the progress
being made on gathering
data for the Campus Master
Plan. NJBB Consultants are
especially pleased with the
student input on the committee but would like co see
more.

While university officials draft a
proposal for a mandatory technology fee, another university service,
facing increased expenses and a
shrinking reserve, is seeking ways
to change its fee structure and operations. The Student Health and
Counseling Center has asked the
Board of Directors to form a committee to study students' opinions
of its services.
"The purpose of the Health Advisory Board is to take a look at what
we do here in the way of service we
provide and charges that are made
to students." said Mike Swesey,
Ph.D .. outgoing director of the

And by the way ...
You now have Jess than a
week until Spring Break.

Health and Counseling Center.
"We need their insights on what
students want, what services they
would like and what they are willing to pay for."
Everyone can see the Mandatory Health and Counseling Fee of
$25 on their tuition bill. But what
the money buys may be Jess clear.
The medical services, subsidized
by the fee, include doctor visits.
examinations. x-rays, lab work, and
minor surgery, each at a fraction of
the cost in the community.
Sally Thelen, director of counseling, says that psychological services have a role to play in the
university's mission.
"A counseling service is very
important to help students progress

through the system and get their
degrees on time," she said. "There
arc nor enough services in the community, and sometimes the costs
are prohibitive."
The Health Advisory Board met
for the first time last month, and
will examine the possibilities of
raising the fee, raising the charges
for specific services, and cutting
personnel or the center's activity.
The center's reserve fund will
dwindle to zero in about a year, and
some decisions must be made before then if its doors are to stay
open.
The center is funded almost entirely by the fee, which was first
assessed in 1979. Using conservative policies, the center has avoided

Politically correct person on the street
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Andre William, junior, business
administration
''I'm going to study the Bible and visit
my family.··
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tO dO for Spring :Break?
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Jason To, junior, accounting
"Probably go to Grand Canyon or
Vancouver British Columbia."
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Jose Perez, junior, sociology
"Probably go to Seattle. We were hoping
to get tickets to rhe Sonii:s."
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a fee increase. Although the center
doesn't offer as many services as
other state universities, those universities have mandatory fees between $40 and $50 per quarter.
Last year, after encouragement
from Sarah Shumate, Vice President for Student Affairs, the center
added staff to meet the high volume of patients. But the net effect
of a static income from the fee, low
revenue from low cost services,
and the additional personnel, is a
potentially fatal drain on reserves.
"It's almost inevitable that
there's going to be a fee increase of
some kind," said Jack Baker, interim director of the center. "But
there's not going to be a decision
without student input."
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Barbara Boylan, junior, elementary
education
"I'm going to visit relati\es out of state
and hopefully !ind a summer job."

Jerry Ockfen, senior, public relations
"Two days after I finish finals I am goin;;.
to the Plwntom of thl' Opera. ThL·n
maybe later go camping."

David Dick/ The Observer

- - - Story idea? Hot scoop? Call the~Observer Tip Line af 963-1073
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COl1doni "bai1d_
i t pilfers '!pl-ot>liYlactiCs
From last week •..
A 22-year-old man who reported
his car was damaged while parked
in the T-22 parking lot near AlMonty confessed that he made a
false report. The police are con- •.
tinuing to investigate the matter
and following up with the insurance company.
Tuesday, Feb. 27, 11 :40 a.m.
At several locations on campus,
police contacted two men and a
woman who were soliciting the sale
of sweaters on campus without
permission or a business license.

chology Building. Police and ambulance responded to the scene and
she was transported to Kittitas Valley Community Hospital for treatment.

Campus
Cops·
by Rob Kauder
contacted about loud music and
was told to turn it down. He was
also issued a written warning.

Police have no suspects.

Wednesday, Feb. 28, 6:40 p.m.
A 19-year-old man in Sparks Hall
reported that someone had stolen
ten condoms of various styles, including
ribbed
Trojans,
unlubricated Sheiks and several
Lifestyles. Estimated loss was $10.

Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1:40 p.m.
A 24-year-old woman in Davies
Hall dropped her wallet in a stairwell. When she went realized that
and went back to retrieve it, she
found that $87 was missing. Police
are continuing to investigate.

Wednesday, Feb. 28, 11:50 p~m.
Police responded to a noise complaint on the 2nd floor of A section
in Al-Monty Hall. Upon arrival,
they contacted 7 residents and cited
all of them for minor in possesion.

Wednesday, Feb. 28, 10:30 p.m.
A 22-year-old man living in the
H section of Student Village was

Thrusday, Feb. 29, 1:37 p.m.
A 37-year-old woman was having difficulty breathing at the Psy-

Thursday, Feb. 29, 2:50 p.m.
There was a fight reported between a 19-year-old male and a 15year-old male outside of the Alternative School in Michaelsen Hall.
One of the individuals allegedly
had a knife. The two individuals
left the scene before police arrived,
but were identified and police are
continuing to investigate the situation.
Friday, March 1, 11:45 p.m.
An officer on foot patrol near
Meisner Hall observed a 21-yearold man urinating on Meisner Hall.
The person was drunk and was cited
for disorderIy conduct and released.

Saturday, March 2, 10:55 a.m.
A 22-year-old man report~d his 3
foot by 5 foot window in StephensWhitney Hall was broken~ causing
$100 in damage.
The next day, another window
was broken in a stairwell in
Stephens-Whitney, causing $100
in damage. There are no suspects
in either case.
Sunday, March 3, 5:30 p.m.
A fire alarm was accidentally set
off in Shaw-Smyser by a 4-year··
old who was left momentarily unattended. Police were notified and
the alarm was canceled.
Monday, March 4, 9:30 p.m.
A broken window was discovered
at Sparks Hall on the second floor.
The damage was believed to be
caused by a snowball. $80 in damage was done.

•

PLANS: Cost of housing will increase . • . again
away from 19, 14, 10 meal plans
with the counter setting back at the
end of each week," said Ogg.
counts, will be more flexible than "We're going towards 'You get
any of the current plans. Students what you pay for.'"
can customize by adding dollars to
The 154-and- l l 0 meal plans protheir debit accounts.
vi de 14 or 10 meals a week. By
Tom Ogg, directorof Dining Ser- dining service's statistics, enough
vices, said that the new system is a to satisfy 88 percent of students
response to student feedback on with meal plans.
the Wildcat plans introduced last
"People on the higher end may
year, analysis of eating patterns, havetoputafewextradollarsin"to
and cost per meal. Under current their debit accounts, Ogg said.
plans, students who eat fewer meals
The rates for the new meal plans
than allowed by their plan pay more sti 11 need to be approved by the
per meal than students who eat the BoardofTrustees. Thecostofhousmaximum number each week.
ing will increase, though, by a pro"Basically, we're tryin_g_ to_ge_t__p_o_se_d_3_.37% .

Residence Living is doing some
reorganizing and renaming fornext
year. Two substantive changes are
in Muzzall, and in staffing for North
and Sue Lombard.
Muzzall Hall will be the site of a
new wellness program. As well as
being alcohol and tobacco free again
next year, an exercise room will be
-added. Muzzall's~robics meetings will be continued. Plans for a
snack and juice bar or vending
machines are still under development. There will be space for both
first-year and upper-class students.
North and Sue Lombard, which
have been open only to juniors and
students 21 or older, will be re-

From page 1
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Offers
24 Hour
Service

The Central Washington University Conference Program has several temporary
custodian positions available. These positions are expected to begin the week
of finals (no later than lune 10, 1996) and will terminate on or before
September 20, 1996. Preference will be given to permanent employees, student
employees, temporary employees, and persons who are enrolled spring quarter
of 1996 as full-time students with plans to enroll as full-time students at Central
during fall quarter of 1996.
To qualify for these positions, applicants must be at least 16 years of age and
be able to perform physical labor. An original social security card, driver's
license and/or passport is required by law as proof of identity and
employability. Applicants also must pass a background investigation.

NOTE: No annual leave will be granted during appointment.

24-HOUR-A-DAY access to your money is now available.
The new Seafirst Versateller11 conveniently located at
Samuelson Union Building offers a wide variety of services
day or night:
~ Cash withdrawals
• Deposits
• Purchase postage stamps
• Up to date checking statements

CUSTODIAN A!DE
Hourly wage starting at $6.00
Applicants must have the abl!Jty to perform physical labor and be available to
work most, if not all weekends. Applicants will be expected to dress neatly.
Tvpical work includes sweeping, mopping, vacuuming, dusting, stripping beds,
laying out linen, making beds, emptying trash, moving furniture, setting up
meeting rooms, and delivering and setting up audiovisual equipment. There
will be three shifts, 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., 8:00 a.m. to 4:40 p.m., and 2:30 p.m.
to 11:00 p.m., seven days a week with half-hour lunch breaks. Shifts and days

Also available, Seafirst 24 Hour Banker On Call allows
you to call a knowledgeable Personal Banker at any time,
day or night. You can get questions answered, open up a
checking account, apply for a loan, pay bills, transfer funds
and much more!
Call 1-800-24 FIRST whenever you want-and we do
mean whenever!

Al) inter_ested applicants may apply at Courson Conference Center in the
B~tratioJLOffice, Monday through Friday, between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m.
Applications must be returned no later than 5:00 p.m., April 12, 1996.
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named "Cooperative Living Halls."
These halls will have a live-in manager only, and residents will be
responsible for establishing standards and running hall activities.
Other changes are in name only.
Barto will remain open by disciplinary clearance only, but will be
known as an -"Academically Focused Community." The Quiet
Halls, Kamala, Kennedy-Green,
and Carmody-Munro, will now be
known as Quiet Living Halls.
Additionally, residents of the
Anderson Apartments will be able
to utilize augmented services' computer labs and exercise rooms.
Davies will join Quigley, Alford-
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Montgomery, and StephensWhitney as a General Hall, with no
special services. David Wain Coon,
director of Residence Living, said
this is necessary to meet the demand.
"By the end of last summer, we
had 130 residents who didn't want
to be in augmented or enrichment
programs, but there were not
enough general dorms for them,"
said Coon.
'.Housing Services is responsible
for the halls themselves rather than
the residents and programs and is
budgeting for improvements to be
made to the halls.
One wing of Barto Hall will be
remodeled each summer. For the
other halls, a consultant has been
hired to analyze the most cost-effective way to proceed.
Roof replacements are planned,
although at $200,000 to $300,000
per building, this must be spread
over a number of years.
Also, there are plans to replace
many of the halls' existing windows with more efficient double
panes. Janice Freehill, director of
Housing, says she hopes that new
windows will cut down the residence halls' $940.000 annual utility bill.

Thursday, .March 7; 1996
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BOD continues to work on technology fee issue

ilti1i~~~~;

Getting funding will help students to participate in "Electronic Classroom"

prQgJ7?m~
Staff reporter

Staff repo~er

Someday, students will send their
term papers in to for grading via
· the internet. Every one of their
classes will have them sitting behind a computer. Microsoft will
start hiring Central graduates again.
And the technology fee, not AT&T,
is going to make it happen. But the
fee is beginning to spark debate as
more information becomes available.
The technology fee, now set at
$25 and planned for implementation in Fall quarter, 1996, was one
of the topics of a recent ASCWU
Board of Directors' meeting.
Tony Gepner, vice president for
political affairs and one of the officers studying the fee issue, said
univcrsityofficialshavemadethree
priorities for allocation of the fee's
proceeds: more labs and more computers, purchasing more current
software, and paying the salaries
of lab assistants. Gepner admitted
that these priorities were not "set in
stone." ·
"We are trying to get input on
what students want and what they
need," said Gepner.
He said two ideas were a night
lab or possibly even one open 24
hours, and a way for students to
find open labs without having to
search department by department.
Gepner said a sunset clause, or
automatic expiration of the fee,
might make it more attractive.
"This is moving beyond typewriters and word processors made
by Tandy," said Brian Dolman,
president of the board of directors.
He saicfthe administration is "moving towards the electronic c!assroom," where internet access will
be required for something as simple
as turning in an English paper.
"If we' re going to do well by our
students we have to think about a
fee," said Tom Moore, Central's
Provost. "And the notion of the fee
is very simple technology is like a
library now. Without it, the institution can't function very well. This
is not a special use issue. You can't
conceive of a university without a
library, but there's no fee for a
library. You have to fund it because it's useful to everybody."
Some of the input the BOD has
received is against another fee.
Some students already have com-
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studf:rits tq.discuss ~){uality.
Shelley Erdman, GALA'spub-

_lic relations director(~s stilri:ipg
an open:-Oiscassion group, which
will meet J2 p.m. to f:30 p.m.,
Wednesdays. :;it th¢. °WQn;ten' ~ .
· Respur.ceC~hte~~~lJ~ 71s~Tht!
grohp'}Yill function ~s ? forum/
rather than asupJ>ortgroup. .
•. · · ·t'Fre.edom fo dialO.~ue on ~he
·s_y ~js~t9f sex11(1! ori~~~,~tion. is
.v¢ry i!Ilportant,'' Er~µta!J. ~q. /
GAI,.Ais ~lso usi#~'a · h1:1man
puter equipment of their own, and
do not wish to be assessed for equipment they may never use. Others
have criticized the university's
current labs and are skeptical about
the claim that more money will
increase quality.
Ryan Nickles, a computer lab
assistant, says the fee is "fair." but
adds the university may have
trouble getting the necessary equipment.
"I think they do their best, but the
field changes every day," Nickles
said. He gives an example of an
obsolete video editing computer
on his desk. "They do their best,
but with the red tape they have to
go through to get things purchased.

by the time we.get it there are two
things ahead of it:1'
Some members of the BOD are
concerned that the technology fee
will be assessed at the same time as
a proposed hike in the health and
counseling fee.
Chris Ballard, vice president for
organizations, was concerned the
mandatory fee will cause more users than the Jabs could accommodate.
· "I personally find it very difficult
to utilize computer labs during the
daibecause there are 6ften classes
in the labs," Ballard said. "One of
my biggest things while working
on this is to ensure students do
have access to computers.

Dolman said the BOD will recommend that the Board of Trustees implement the fee if it appears
that a majority of students support
it. But, there will not _be a direct
vote on the fee by students. Dolman said it would be difficult to
have a referendum before BOD
elections in the spring.
"We wouldn't be able to get accurate information out to students,
and put on a referendum at the
same time," said Dolman. ·
Anyone wishing to express an
opinion on the technology fee can
go to the BOD office in SUB 116,
and ask to speak to Dolman,
Gepner, or Paulette Jonville, vice
prisident for academic affairs.
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Romance Room
(for you and/or that special someone)

at

8ernino Sewillg Center
410

N. Pearl

Q25-5Q42

Marianne 11 the
metssaees,
cetnales,
etnd
306 S. Main #3
(across from .
KFC in plaza)

.

::::::::::

do\'rn for

T~1.kh1g ~b~ut sex ~eerps to .· .·.
oo'afavoiite.American ,.
pastirn~. GA£,A, the Gay and
Lesbian A.lliajlce, has begun
two. i>,rogra~s whicfr~ill ailow
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by l;)rien Elartels_-·

by Brien Bartels

lhc

counl, it's 3rcal
lo -kno\x·
you have friends.

Thanks lo everyone

e,avc us
shared leave.
who

CORNER 01" 4TH A.ND l\IAIN •

romance lady 11 offers:
oils, Ketmet Sutret,
rom etnee £tem s,
much more!
925-9702
Mon. - Sat.
~

- 8pm
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Young
scholars
expand
••
-science

AFROTC honors officer, cadets

Kittitas Valley could benefit from
presenters were all women who
seeing the kinds of careers out
use science and technology in their
there," said Jan Rizzuti, coordinacareers, and they were assisted by
tor of the event. Jean Abel, Joyce college students.
Giles, and Staci Sleigh-Layman
"It benefits college students who
were on the program's planning participate as well, because they
committee.
get to deal with younger kids and
Participants got to attach EKG
see if they want a career in teachsensors to themselves and watch
ing," said Rizzuti. "Or not."
their heart patterns, disassemble
This is the fourth year that Cencomputers, design floor plans for
tral has participated in this national
their dream homes, watch a veteri- program, and was made possible
narian give a horse a physical, and . by Central' s chapter of the Amerisit in the cockpits of small planes at can Association of University
Women and the CWU Foundation.
Bowers airfield. The workshop

by Brien Barlels
Staff reporter
About seventy middle- and highschool students visited Central
Saturday morning, March 2, for
.. Expanding Your Horizons." an
event designed to keep young
people interested in math and science education.
"Expanding Your Horizons" was
designed for girls, but at Central,
both girls and boys attend the workshops and presentations.
"We think that all students of

Captain David Mirro accepts a certificate in honor
of his retirement
Michelle Lee Gehlman/Photo editor
by Kari Belton
Staff reporter
Air Force Captain David
Mirro was-honored in a
retirement ceremony last
Wednesday in Randall Hall,
for his 20 years of service in
the military.
Along with a meritory service
medal, Mirro rec_ei ved two
certificates signed by Brigadier
General Sus an Pamerleau, and
President Clinton respectively,
thanking him for serving his
country.
Mirro' s wife, Janice, also
received a certificate from
Pamerleau.
In a surprise ceremony later
that evening, five ROTC cadets
were told they will be attending pilot training.

Dan Bishop, Kevin Boblet,
Shawn Roehrs, Rick Vogler
and Matt Williams received
their .. wings" from their
parents who attended the
ceremony from all over the
state. Cadet Boblet's parents
traveled from Carnation.
"I was very surprised," he
said. "No one I talked to knew
their parents were going to be
there."
·
Ken Kaup will attend
training as a navigator/pilot.
The cadets' selection was
based on a nationwide evaluation of GP A, leadership within
ROTC, and the results of the
Air Force Qualification Test
· The cadets will receive 1 112
years of pilot training while
servfog a mandatory 8 years in
the service.

Are you looking for an apartment
Spring, Summer, or Fall Quarter?

Anchor M Apartments

only

s899

for a medium with up to
3 toppings deUvered hot ., .
and fresh to your door.

..

is now accepting applications for
Spring, Summer, & Fall quarters
Stop by the Anchor M office and
. pick up an application, or
call 925-2725 for
more information.
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The-Observer

by Rob Kauder
News editor
Congressman Doc Hastings, a
Central alumnus, returned from a
five day fact-finding tour of the
war-torn Balkan peninsula on Monday. He was there, along with 8
other congressmen, to check up on
U.S. forces stationed in Bosnia.
Upon his return he reiterated his
concern about the deployment to
Bosnia, and raised more concerns
about President Clinton's proposal
to send peacekeeping forces to Israel.
"This fact finding trip [enabled]
us to review first hand the challenges facing American troops deployed in the midst of this vi'olent
conflict, and to assess the effectiveness of our current peacekeeping policy," Hastings said.
Hastings traveled to the Croatian
city of Zagreb, and the Bosnian
citiesofSarajevoandTuzla, where
U.S. troops are stationed. f:Ie visited troops and met with senior
military commanders from the U.S.
and NATO during his trip.
Hastings, who opposed President
Clinton's decision to send troops
to Bosnia,.said that the troops ~ere
doing a great job in their role as
peacekeepers.
During a radio interview on Tuesday. a comparison was drawn between past U.S. peacekeeping missions in Somalia and Beirut, Lebanon and the current operation
Bosnia. Hastings said the difference between those missions and
the current one is the military has a
much more defined role and had
learned their lessons from the past.
In October, 1983, the Marine
barracks in Beirut was leveled by a
truck bomb, killing over 280 Ma-
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rines and Navy personnel. In October of 1993 a group of Army
Rangers were ambushed while attempting to capture Somali warlord Mohammed Farah Aidid. 18
soldiers were kiiled . .
As· for the peace process 'in
Bosnia, Hastings sees divisions
between the Croats: Serbs and
Muslims that have existed nearly a
thousand years.
_He said that the process would
fail unless all the factions involved
-worked together.
He is also concerned with the
Clinton administration's plan to
deploy 20,000 troops to the Golan
Heights in Israel.
The Golan Heights separate Israel from Syria and its ownership
has been contested by both countries since the Israelis occupied the
area during the 1967 Arab-Israeli
Six-Day War.
Hastings insisted the president
consult with Congress before sending troops to the Middle East. President Clinton did not consult with
Congress until after he had de' Cided to deploy troops to Bosnia.
Concern about sending Americans
to Israel have been raised since the
terrorist group Hamas launched
four separate bomb attacks around
the country, killing 61 people and
injuring over 130 in the last week.
When comparing Bosnia to Israel, Hastings said, "Putting young
soldiers a stone's throw away from
Barnas, Hezbollah, and these radical terrorist groups in the Golan
would be even more dangerous. In
both cases you have religious and
cultural hostilities that have been
going on for hundreds of years, but
in the Middle East terrorism is a far
larger problem."
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Doc Hastings exp.resses
concerns after Bosnia.trip
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Flight Tech students win scholarships
by Dave Dick
Staff reporter

Future pilots Julie Erdman (left) of Goldendale and
Matthew Ray (right) of Bellevue brush up on their skills in
the·flight simulators.

Flight technology students
Matthew Ray and Julie
Erdman both received
scholarships~fro~1 the
university recently.
Ray earned both the Ken
Adams Memorial and the
Miles Wallace Memorial
Scholarships. Both were
founded in 1983, and arc
worth $500 each.
Erdman was awarded the
Melinda Shawver Memorial
Scholarship which is worth
$50!) dollars. She is maintaining a 3.8 grade point
average in addition to logging
in a lot of flight time. She
said she would use the money
from the scholarship to offset
the expensive cost of flying
time.
Both students were selected
for the scholarships because
of their academic achievement, leadership ability,
character fitness and overall
excellence in pursuit of an
aviation career.

P.POro6~1lPEKS'
Bored?
Got a camera?
Well The Observer needs
you.
Fame and fortune await
you!
Call the Observer office at 9631073 or Lois Breedlove @963-

1046

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
409 N. PINE ST.
925-2273
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Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's®the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about tw.o cups of coffee.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.
~199s SD~::!~;~!~:::.m
:ach tablet contains 200 mg of caffeine. equal to about two cups of coffee. Use only as directed.
I'
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OBSERVANCE
All we have to agree to Dean shows
is the right to be=heard -appreciation
We are lucky enough to live in a society where what we
say and how we say it i8"'not regulated. However, it took
more than luck for. this right to be assured for all generations of Americans.
This right of free speech, guaranteed in the First Amend-·
ment to the United States Constitution, is one that should
be allowed to be practiced openly without restrictions.
Just because one person does not agree with another's
message does not mean that message should be censored.
This is exactly what the First Amendment guards against.
It is the same right that allows a person to convey his
message that allows someone else to speak out against that
same message.
Once that right begins to erode, it would be impossible
to repair the damage. Persecution for opinions and beliefs
would plunge America back to the days of the Inquisition.
It would be impractical and improper to destroy everything that any one person or group hates, because sooner
or later everyone would be hating what everyone else
would say and all speech would be censored.
Where would the censorship stop?
Television programs?
Rock music lyrics?
Church sermons?
Classroom lectures?
~ J!ow W9}:1!.d we po,s~ib.ly Q~ .able to consider ourselves
~. ~q~anc~?,:~~ .~~*e.:ci -~~w~ were not allowed to be
.?~~p~~{·~~t~\~H~(~,Cf.l~J>.f~pfj~~, ~44-e:.ap~)!l~h!dual ~~ . :~ : 1 ·~.,
"al~W'ethet form ·ft is' ·6f hH ~d'wn '·opihlons anCl'oeliefs. -·· ··· ·""
·ii is the goal of The Observer to continue to print letters
and articles that m_ay contain unpopular opinions and
topics in order to keep the tradition of free press and
speech alive.

for ·VP
To the Editor,

of volunteer support that came from
our student body, and fueled by the
energy of Debi (and her predecessor Andy Lwanga), the Student
Government, the Central Cares Program, and, of course, all others who
volunteered to get us through the
floods. This was a real example of
what we refer to as "Habits from
the Heart," a true show of University and community spirit. · Praise
to all of you.

difference, and your support in this,
as well as in the stands, showed our
athletes you care.
.
More than anything else, we appreciate the sense of community
during the long, hard struggle to the
top. We were all in this together:
athletes, students, faculty, staff and
administration. This is your championship as well as the team's.

I agree with your editorial about
Debi Ross and her work during the
Sincerely,
recent floods in Ellensburg. My
Gary C. Fred~rick
hearty support and congratulations Sincerely,
Director of Athletics
to Debi, Vice President for Equity James G. Pappas
and Community Service, CWU stu- Dean of Academic Services
dents, faculty, staff, and local residents who flocked to her call for
volunteers to help the Ellensburg
community protect their homes, and
businesses from the flooding. Debi
took charge, and coordinated a valTo the Editor,
iant effort by using her volunteer To the Editor:
and organizational skills along with
much support from the Associated ·
On behalf of the Central WashIn response to "Underwater
Students of Central Washington ington University football team and . Basketweaving 10 l ," class shortUniversity.
coaches, I would like to express our ages are becoming a major probFour years ago, a group of us deep appreciation to the students, lem here on campus. However, I
formed the CWU College Com- faculty and administration of this have to disagree with Ms. Wells' ·
pactCommittce, whichisdedicated campus.
opinion that "students need to put
to volunteerism and service learnThe student support of our team pressure on theirdepartmentchairs
ing. That committee recognized was incredible. Nothing encour- to hire more faculty and offer addithe need to establish a VP position ages a team more than having the tional classes." She is placing the
for Equity and Community Service \·;."~J?p0,rL.of.. the_ir.~fe11ow : ~tu1ents . .•b~a!_l!e .~~ly _ ?~ !he _depart.~~~t
(Volunteerism). We proposed that ·X-1~ Wt suppQ.f-t)~.as~fi(')J'~niy · c;x- 1 ·cb~!r&, \\',~~>P1:~~.ss_oi::~ho;.~g~~~: ·
~;~{\$~,WU havt;;i~~,PP$i{~~{t(J~~~pressedon the field, bµ~£ll~oaround :./hpµl~·!>.e.~~&~.es~~d . by stuaents,
title. Subsequently it was discussed (~t~e; campus anp · ih "the classroom: , ;·~~aff.- a?!11 1 ~ 1 s~,atiop , 3'.n~ !?,~r state
and the 1992-93 ASCWU Presi- ,
would especially like to thank government. · · ·. · · '
· ''
dent. Kristin Wetzel, assisted us in the S & A Committee, BOD, and
In the theater arts department,
g~ining its approval. The position ASCWU officers for all their emo- "~merican Dream," which is a rewas voted on and ratified in 1994
tional and monetary support, not to quired course for all theater arts
and we are now in our second yea; mention the special celebration in maj_ors, '"".as supposed to beoffer~d
of establishment of the Central our honor.
dunng wmter quarter, 1996. This
Cares Program and requested that
To the faculty we would like to course had an · enrollment of 25
an AmeriCorp position ideas from say thank you for your patience and students who needed this course to
LETTER WRITERS:
the Campus Compact Committee understanding during this long road. graduate, Unfortunately, the uniAll lett~rs _must be submitted by 3 p.m. Friday before the week
contributed to the organization and Our athletes work hard at balanc- versity would not give Dr. Van
of publ1cat1on date. Letters must be typewritten and less than ·
coordination of student, faculty and ing their academics with their ath- Tassel, chairofthedepartment, the
300 words.
·
·
staff volunteerism on our campus letics. Your cooperation helped $1,600 to have a guest professor
All letters MUST include your name and phone number for
and the Ellensburg community. them maintain that balance.
teach this four-credit class. As I
verification. Please write to the reader rather than to any
Assisting
with
the
flooding
is
but
We
would
like
to
also
express
our
see it, if all students taking this
specific person.
.
one
of
many
volunteer
efforts
by
appreciation
to
the
administration
class,
are full-time students, they
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style,
our
student
body.
of
this
campus.
WitpotJt
y.our
sup,
are
payin~
$781 for tuiti~n. This
grammar, libel and matters of taste.
·
It is not of~~n a vision exceeds its ·. port we would never have gone as. equals abbut $52 per credtt (bas~d
Send letters to: Bouillon 222, Ellensburg, WA 98926; or bring
them to the newsroom (Bouillon 222, FAX 963-1027). Youmay
expectations . . 11iis was certainly ' far as we did. Home games~ espe,
also send letters via e-mail to Observer@cwu.edu.
the case with the tremendous surge cially during playoffs, make all the . continued next page
---

Response to
_Dean offers "Basketcongratulations weaving"

>

·we

The Observer ·
from previous page
on a 15-credit load). After 25 students have paid their $52 for the
four credits, the school ends up
with about $5,200. That is more
than triple the fee for a guest professor. I am aware, however, that
our tuition pays for more than just
classes, but we as students should
be concerned with how our money
is being spent.
Our government is pushing universities to take on more students,
but at the same time will not give
the university the money to hire
new professors to teach the new
students, In Washington, the allowance budgeted to higher education was over 20 percent in the mid
'70s, while now it is less than 11
percent. With more students to
teach and more expenses involved
in educating them, higher education should be more of a priority to
your state legislators.
I encourage all students, staff,
administration and our state government to collectively work together in the legislative and administrative process. It is disappointing when our school and state requires us to take courses to complete our majors, and then does not
supply us with the professors necessary to teach those courses. We
as students need to show we are
tired of paying for an education we
are not receiving.
Sincerely,
Lori Johnson
student

What is the
official CWU
logo?
To the Editor,
I have made several attempts to
secure a CWU collegiate license
plate for my car over the past two
years. Upon applying and being
accepted (the first time), the Washingcon State Department of Licensing (Olympia) informed me that
their office has not yet received an
official CWU logo for production.
It seems that D.O.L. has been
ready for quite sometime to manufacture CWU plates, but they can't
without the official CWU logo. So
upon their advice, I contacted the
Alumni Association to see what
was the hold up. Their response
was that Mr. Nelson and a task

force have been working to select a
new official university logo. When
selected, this logo will be incorporated into everything at the university as we1l as the collegiate license
plates.
This doesn't make sense to me.
Why doesn't the university have an
official logo, CWU has been a university since 1977? A telephone
call to Greg Kummer (I was referred to him about this) confirmed
that the task force has denied all
current logo submissions to date.
Since you'redirectly involved with
this task force, maybe you can explain what the delay is in selecting
anewCWUlogo? Orwhat'swrong
with the old one?
If the task force is accepting suggestions to expedite things, may I
offer a couple.
1) Place notice of intent to accept
submissions for logo to students
and, if necessary, to graphic design
companies.
2) Set a deadline for submissio~s.
3) Use The Observer, make a special edition if necessary for open
voting by students, faculty and
CWU employees. (This is in
everyone's interest)
4) Highest voted design becomes
official CWU Logo.
Sincerely,
Brad Brockman
student
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Tickets on sale now at the SUB Info Booth, Rodeo Records, and Berry's.
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. ·Came and hear about th6 Luck'a' the lri5h
q
· frqm an Irish Storyteller 1 · ·

Friday, March 8th
fl _Cele~r~te International Women's Day
· in the SUB Yakama Room 12:00 P.M. - 1:00 P.M.

I recently opened up my spring
quarter class schedule and found
a most disturbing advertisement.
The caption reads, "Dare to Compare," so I did. The ad points out
eight advantages to living on campus. If possible, try this experiment on your own.
1) The estimated cost of off-campus living was $470 a month for
rent, food & utilities (estimated
average shared room). The oncampus estimate was $441 for
rent, food utilities and cable (19
meals). My estimated costs break
down as such: $240 for rent &
utilities. I spend about $150 on
food per month (I cook most every meal, eating out costs too
much for anyone!).

Sat.10-5 Sun. 12-4

StarniigFelix Justice & Danny Glover
7:30 P.M. Tuesday, March 26th
McConnell Auditorium

· ~aiur4ay~ March 9~h .· 7:00 f.M.
. a·t Gru·b,Central>

Living on
•
.campus is
no deal
To the Editor,

Cre~t.iv~ Concepts, Unltd.
430 N. Pine - (509) 925~3585 i '
Open 7 days a week ··

---

An Evening with
Martin and Langston

I w~J
'

~·

Students will present personal perspectives on women's status
and roles in their native countries.

For more information
'
contact the Women's Resource Center at 963-2127.
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Find a friend who has a washer/
dryer. sneak into the dorms and opposite sex, forget that too. Gendo them there. I do laundry thr~e tral has NO housing for regufar
times a month. At three times Joe's and Joan's Hke mysel(
with two loads, that is twelve where the locating is even rebuck~ a month (versus six living _ ~otely comparable ~o th.at of the
on campus). Big deal, at least I smgle ~t~dent~ My g1rlfnend and
don't have to live on campus.
Ilove hvmg together and are very
happy to share each other's liv_
6) Off: $22 monthiy phone i ng space. On campus we could
charge. On: free local phone ser- get kicked out for doing the same .
vice. My bill is about 17 .50: $8 thing.
To wrap th~ngs up, I strongly
·for local, $9.50 for long distance.
urge
every one of you to "Dare to
It is a hassle to deal with calling
Compare"
about your living situcards and they are more expenation.
Add
up the numbers and be
sive. Otherwise, you'll have to
honest
with
your figures, it really
work something with the local
does
make
a
difference, to you,
phone company to be billed for
your
parents
and
to your friend.
long distance through your dorm
On
the
numbers
end,
I personally
phone.
spend $402 per month on all the
above items. I have freedom over
7) Off: Bathroom, kitchen & general apartment cleaning. On: No my time, my choices and my wellbathroom or kitchen to clean, only being. Does living on campus
your own personal space. True, allow you those same freedoms?
but the bathroom and kitchen you Of all your friends, how many
don't have to clean is because really look forward to Ii ving on
you DON'T have one living on campus?

· ·The Observer
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from previous page
2) Off campus: Cooking everyday. On campus: Delicious and
nutritious food prepared for you
(all you can eat option). I cook
and enjoy cooking. I choose my
food every meal at a cost of about
$2 to $3 dollars a meal. Dining
halls do charge bet ween $4-6 per
mt!al. I ear four meals a day. and
lhe first one ain't breakfast! Living elsewhere means I can eat
when I want. how much, and have
the freedom to skip a meal and
not pay for it if I choose. People
who live on campus ( 19 meal
plan) pay for every meal whether
they cal or not. For folks who
visit their parents on weekends,
choose a meal plan with fewer
meals in it.
3) Off campus: Washing dishes
everyday. On campus: No dirty
dishes to wash . Good point, if
you do cook. PICK UP AFTER
YOURSELVES! Washing dishes
is a fact of life if you cook. For
those living on campus. your extra money goes towards the preparation and clean up of your food
(whether you eat it or not).

--

4) Off: Driving and a long walk
to classes: paying for parking
pass. On: minutes to cl(cl~s. I don't
own a car. I don't buy a pass. I
am two blocks from campus. I
walk . I feel healthy and I need the
exercise. Those of you living in
Siberia (north end of campus)
have a longer walk than I do .
5) Off: $1 washers/$ I dryers. On:
75 cent washers/25 cent dryers.

campus. Get used to walking long
distances to get to the bathroom,
waiting in line to use it, and the
Sunday morning drunk's mess in
the stalls and floors. Forget about
casually getl.ing to the bathroom
with no hassle. At least I don ' t
have to get dressed every time I
hear nature calling . It's about
privacy and your right to feeling
comfortable in your own living
quarters.
8) Off: (no respon se ) On : Choose
from more living options . Wrong .
Any place worth liv ing in has a
waiting list. The campus lists are
lon.g er than any by far . If you
wish to live with someone of the

Sincerely,
Peter Sams
student

Congrats
fro01 across
the ocean
To the Editor,
I am a Central student on exchange at the Universite de
Savoie in Chambery, France.
My friends and family have
been keeping me up-to-date (as
much as is possible considering
the one-week mail delay) on the

Ellensburg flood.
books, glanced at their watches,
A copy of the Feb. 15 issue of and stared blankly through him."
The Observer just arrived and I
Activities usually associated
was astounded by the ..imag~s with middle . schoolers that are
therein.
!' - .
•
-~,~~bo~~d, ~·s opposed to college stuThe level of the floodwaters dents who are enrolled in a course
knocked me over, however not in Constitution and Human
the amount of student help. When Rights.
I saw the photos of Central stuThe Observer then goes on to
dents helping the community of say that he answered ail the stuEllensburg, a sense of pride filled dents' questions, and left.
me.
What I don't understand is the
For all those students at Cen- complete flip-flop we see after
tral who never realized what a he's left.
great place Ellensburg is, open
Discussions ''quickly sprouted"
your eyes!
and students "felt cheated." ParAny university is what the stu- don me, but perhaps the students
dents want to make it.
wouldn't have had so many quesI am convinced that Central is tions sprout if they had paid atcomposed of hard-working, car- tention in the first place.
ing people and I cannot begin to
They could have asked their
express my pride in being a stu- question(s) along with the others
dent there, even if it is from afar! that were asked. All of which,
Congradulations on a job well The Observer admits, were andone, Wildcats!
swered
by
Congressman
Hastings.
Sincerely,
I imagine Congressman
Jennifer L. Adrien
Hastings felt "cheated" that he
srudent
took time out of his schedule to
speak to an immature and unappreciative audience.
I have heard Mr. Hastings speak
three times, and have never felt
cheated, or that my questions had
been unanswered ... but then
again, I paid attention.
If any student has a question
To the Editor,
for the Congressman, or a concern they would like to voice, I
I was rather disturbed to read strongly urge them to contact him
your article describing Congress- at 1229 Longworth Bldg. Washman "Doc" Hastings ' visit to ington D.C. 20515 .
Central' s Constitution and Human Rights class.
Sincerely ,
You report that "Some students Ryan L. Beckett
listened patiently, others read student

Student
disturbed at
behavior

Add S'i.00 to menu price for baked pizza.
Small

Medium

Family Size
Giant

1 PEPPERONI plZZA
2 SIDE BY SIDE

3.98
4.98

4.98
5.98

5.98
6.98

2 for I

3

RGARO'S SPECIAL

5.98

7.98

9.98

Rnals Week
Speclal!

MAMA'S FAVORITE

5.98

7.98

9.98

1/2 - Pepperoni. 112 - Hawaiian

4

Conadlan-style bacon. pepperoni. beef.
fresh sliced tomatoes & extra cheese
Pepperoni. sausage, fresh mushrooms,

*expires March 15, 1996

olives. green peppers & extra cheese

4.98

5.98

6.98

5.98

7.98

9.98

GARDEN VEGI

4.98

6.98

8.98

PAPA'S SUPREME

6.98

8.98

9.98

6.98

8.98

10.98

7.98

9.98

12.98

5

HAWAIIAN

6

PIZZA.OLE

Canadian-style bacon and pineapple

. '

ote·bean sauce. beef. . olives, tomatoes,
onion5. extrtJ cheese & taco chips

7
8

Olives. onions. green peppers, tomatoes,
fresh mushrooms & extra cheese
Pepperoni. Canadian-style bacon. beef.
sausage, salami & extra cheese

9 ITALIAN COMBO

This includes oll 12 of the special toppings

we hove to offer.

10 CLASSIC COMBO

The pizza lover"s pizzal Same pizza as the

Italian Combo with over 20% more toppings.

(up to $2.00 value)

------.-........,111r-..--...-,...-..-....-................

8th & Walnut
962-5455
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(top left) Sara Hill and Keith Edie play the forbidden lovers in
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet."
(left) Mercutio (Craig Zagurski), Romeo (Edie) and Benvolio (David
Shoup) share a moment on stage.
(above) Tybalt (David Plant, right) has Mercutio in a perilous position.
Photos Courtesy of the Theatre Arts Department

Classic Shakespeare tragedy makes its way to CWU stage
by Shay McGraw
Staff reporter

effort on behalf Smith, who plays the role of
particular,
of the actors, Escal us, Prince of Verona,
but more
Edie said.
choreographed and wo~ked
how the
"The
actors
with the actors on the fight
Central's theatre arts who I e
"The actors themselves would go and
them s e Ives scenes.
department captivated a small style was
find out what all that stuff means, so they
would go and
"We started sword fighting
audience with an intimate back in
find
out
what
the
first week of January when
opening night performance of the late
know it and can better convey it to the
all that stuff wegotbackfromwinterbreak.
Shakespeare's
romantic eighteenth
audience."
means, so that We would ·rehear~e thf', fights ·.
tragedy "Romeo and Juliet." . century,"
"I think it went OK," said ~die ,said.
they know ,it every day_._j u:s! _goi?~ . t~.rough,.
and can bettet · them.·slowly. at first until .they ·
senior theatre arts major Keith
Senior
convey it to the . be·c arrie · ih·gr~)n~d . in' o·ur
Edie, who plays the role of ·the a\ re
audience. The bodies ... until it just became
Romeo. "It was a smaller arts major
audience than foe the dress Sara Hill
whole thing is second nature to do the
Although the play's dialogue trying to find the best way to movements," Edie said.
rehearsal last night, but I felt plays the role of Juliet. She
Due to the romantic nature of
from the stage at least that said research for her part was remains true to Shakespeare's say it so the audience
original writing, the play was understands it exactly."
the play. scenes involving
everyone was really into it equally important.
"One of our biggest passionate
kissing
are
tonight."
"We received our scripts in edited for length and some
challenges is to reach the commonplace.
Edie put a lot of time into fall quarter when we were small changes were made.
This included a scene audience." Hill added. "I try to
And in "Romeo and Juliet,"
researching his part as Romeo. auditioned and received the
Aside from having played the parts, so basically all I did over involving Juliet's funeral, and do my very, very best just to these scenes occur even more
role last summer as an intern break was just analyze it and one where a pair of Asian understand it myself. And if I than usual. However, Edie and
at
Vassar
College
in use dictionaries to try and dancers introduce their native understand it, then the audience Hill were not uncomfortable
with them.
Poughkeepsie, NY, Edie also understand what the words dance to add a bit of culture, will usually understand it."
In addition to researching and
"We had fun." Hill said.
studied the classical styling of meant." Hill said. "I also Edie said.
A common problem both Hill practicing their lines, Edie and "Keith and I have been friends
Shakespeare.
watched the movie again to get
"A lot of the research I did a feel for the part, but the movie and Edie feel audiences have other cast members had to since we were like fi1)~en , sq i
~ was 'more <rlong the lirtes.. ,of ' Was ' made· rhol' ~t~r· m&lern in watching a Shakespeare{l'1 ' -d~yelop fencing skills for a ~" was re.ally n-icc:- When· f,foun<l
how Sha~espe~re itself wa~"'. iirric;,a~.d
to ke~p it · play is trying to interpret and · numhe.r of sword fighting I hadthe-'p artanU K~ith bu th~
1
performed, not necess1aHfy 'truer. to · how .. Shakespear~ m~ke sense of the language. scenes in the play.
part, I was like, 'Oh. this is
'Romeo and Juliet' ·in intended it."
This usually demands an extra
Theatre arts professor Harris going to be so easy'."

-Keith Edie

itH.iwarrt'
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"Erratic Developments" at Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery
by Kelly Lawing
Assistant Scene editor
Erratic development, a belly
dancer, poetry reading, three live
bands, and the First Spinning Pickle
Bumper table tournament. What
do they have in common?
They arc all going to be part Jeff
Wheeler's chaotic an premier this
weekend.
There will he a plethora of
entertainment. Wheeler's goal is
to provide an environment that is
as chaotic as his art.
Wheeler is presenting his
master's degree thesis art show to
the public this Saturday night.
March 9. from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
the Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery.
The show will run through
March IS.
There are a lot of religious
references in his work.
Wheeler, the son or a Methodist
minister and a probation officer,
feels that "too many people fall
into religious beliefs without
probing first."
"My work is misinterpreted a
great deal; but there's nothing I
can do about that. I don't think I
should worry about that much," he
said.
Saturday night is the culmination
of Wheeler's 2 112 years at CWU.
and he is looking forward to getting
everyone· s reaction to his work.
Wheeler's show. Erraric
Develop111e111s. promises to be one
of the best shows of the year.

~~~~

One of the pieces that will be on display at Jeff Wheeler's exhibit, "Erratic Developments."
The exhibit opens 7 p.m. Saturday, March 9.

1. Kriss Kross w/Redman
2 Pac
Redman
The Fugees
Mr. Malik

~~~~~

"Tonites Tha Night"
All Eyez on Me
"Funkorama"
The Score
"Malik Goes On"

2.
3.
4.
5.
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The Conference Program is now accepting applications for
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photo courtesy of Jeff Wheeler
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Yakima. WA

\. ,

• (5091 452-8287 ~

CUSTOM" TRADITIONAL TATOOING
1000'S OF DESIGNS
BRIGHTEST COLORS AVAILABLE

CONFERENCE HOSTS
Applicant must be available for work at all times except class
time (including evenings, weekends and holidays) and must be
20 years of age. Salary: Apartment and monthly compensation.
RIVER FLOAT GUIDE
Applicant must have knowledge of the river floating program,
possess a valid Washington state driver's license and be
a strong swimmer. Salary: $35 per float.
BUSINESS WEEK COUNSELOR,
.. ,
Applicant must be available for work at all times except
1 ·.'
• • • , : ~ ·: •'Ci ass .time during Busin~ss Week Confer~~n~e . . ·. · • •·:
::::::.~ ·. (.Jul' ·1- :20, 1.996) and 'must be 20 years of age. " : '
•••• • " . ~ • Y. . • • •.. . . ~
,,
~
.
• • • • • •Sataty: $200·per-week plus room arid boarcf paid during·
the weeks working as a Business Week Counselor.
SECURITY
Applicant must be 20 years of age and able to work
independently (evenings and late nights)
Salary: $6 - $7 per hour.

All interested applicants may apply at the
Conference Program Registration Office, Courson Hall,
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Applications must be returned by Friday, May 17, 1996, 5 p.m.

~

Central Washington University Conference Program
An AA/EEOtTITLE IX INSTITUTION• TDD (509) 963-2207

Ticlfets

S 15

Doors open at 7pm
Opening Band starts at Bpm
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EVERY MONDAY AND FRIDAY
AT NOON IN SUB RH 107
EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT l :00 PH IN SUB RH lOt
COME JOIN US

FOR INFORMATION CALL
D. A.P. P. E. R. 963-3213
SUB 106
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The
Panda
Garden

. Restaurant

They

Cung Hay Fat Choy
Happy Lunar New Year

in central Washington
join us for dinner _

it out f'or your orthodontist bills.

~gltecl it up f'or your car insurance.

For a authentic taste. of Asia
including the largest tea seiection

Shelled

And

f Orked it over f'or that fish
Yet t.h ey still

insist you

tank

call

accident.

Collect.

The Panda Garden
107

North Main Street

Touched. by their undying love, you spare them f'urther expense.

925-2090
4·30 - 9:00

You dial

Monday - Saturday

1 800 CALL ATT.

We h.we Take Out

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice:M

AT&T

Your True Choice
925-1223 • 105 E. 3rc.l
ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE

' For interstate calls. Promotions excluded.
1-800-COllECT is a registered trademark of MCI.

© 1996 A1&T
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Irish storyteller to spin yarns
by Mindy Goldfarb

had thousands of tales in his head areCWU Student Affairs Diversity,
that he told me during those years," Student Activities, Residence
Burns said. "There was no Living, Women's Resource Center,
March is finally here! That meqns electricity, radio or television, so Intematio-nal Stu-dies and Programs,
· St. Patrick's Day is just around the all of our entertainment was University Bookstore, and the
comer. If you feel like getting in · homemade."
communication department.
the Irish holiday spirit early or just
Burns claims that storytelling is
Duskin-Smith said this is the first
1i ke to hear a good story, Central the most neglected· of Irish event to be sponsored by so many
will host Irish storyteller, Batt Bums traditions, so he is making an effort different campus offices and student
in an evening of "Tales From an to revive interest in ic.
- groups. Their _goal is promoting
Irish Seanachie," 7 p.m. Saturday,
Burns' visit to Central has been . cross-cultural awareness.
March 9. at Club Central in the made possible by the Stone Circle
Burns will also be performing at
S.U.B.
Storytellers, a local community elementary schools in the area and
Batt Burns is an elementary school organization working to bring about will offer a workshop on storytelling
a revival ofinterest in storytelling. skills.
principal in Ireland.
.
Whether you are Irish or not,
He began his second career as a
In November, 1995 .. the group
seanachie, Irish for storyteller,'after started off with "Tellabration '95," take this opportunity to see a
winning the 1983 A'.11-Ireland · a national storytelling event for genuine Irish storyteller.
He will delight you with
Teacher's Talent Contest in Dublin, adults. In January they held a workshop traditional Irish folk tales and
Ireland.
poetry.
Burns credits his grandfather. with on story telling skills.
For those interestedjn the Stone
"It is our goal to have some sort of .
whom he spent his early childhood
a storytelling program each month,'' Circle Storytellers group contact ·
in a remote village southwest
Ireland, for kindling his interest in said Martha Duskin-Smith, founder Martha Duskin-Smith at 925-2981
or at the communication
of the Stone Circle Storytellers.
storytelling.
Co-sponsors of Batt Burns' visit department, 963-1066.
"He didn't do any reading, but he

Staff reporter

of

"·Beautiful Girls" CD sure to be a winner
by Kelli Ehresmann '
Staff Reporter

a happy note by the appearance of
his 1972 hit "Sweet Caroline." The
old Spinners song, "Could It Be
I'm Falling In Love," takes you
from the l 990's right back into the
disco-era. There are also a couple
tracks by The Afghan Whigs, and a
good one called "Suffering," by
Satchel.
The tracks on this CD do an
excellent job of entertaining a
wistful mood. Whether you're
dreaming of love lost or of love yet
to come, these are the tunes for you.
The slow, laid back pace of the
music on the "Beautiful Girls''
sountrack really makes me excited
to see just what the movie entails.

. the song "Beautiful Girl." · Pete.
Drage and his band, The Sinners.
Th~re is a new movie soundtrack
sing in a manner reminiscent of
that has hit Rodeo Records. It's too Tom Petty. The lyrics are classic of
bad the movie isn't in Ellensburg a guy in love: "I wanna stay with
you, babeNou're a beautiful girl/
yet.
The soundtrack to "Beautiful I'm right where I belong, babe/
Girls." by Miramax Films, is Here with youNou're a beautiful
destined for greatness. If you have girl."
Chris Isaak offers his song
lately found yourself with a severe
case of the winter blues, or if you "Graduation Day," which sadly
are feeling depressed from the recounts leaving a familiar stage in
aftermath of Valentine's Day, you life: "Watchin' the headlights in
should ~eriously consider putting the rain/Funny how things change/
Think of the good times/ Wish you
this CD into your stereo.
A large portion of the songs hail were still with meffhe way it used
from the 1970' s, but there are a · to be."
Neil Diamond ends the CD with
couple you will find familiar. In

Softball
Leagues
Mon-Wed

Time

Tues - Thurs

Womens"W"
Men's "X"
Men's "Y"
Co_
-Ed "C"

3:00 pm
4:00 pm
5:00 pm
6:00 pm

Co-Ed "A"
Co-Ed 11 8 11
Men's "Z"
Co-Ed "D"

Full Meal Deal™

Tennis League
Tues -Thurs

Mon-Wed

Men's Doubles
Mixed Doubles
Women's Doubles

Men's Singles
3:00 pm
Women's Singles4:30 pm
S:OOpm

Each league is limited to the first 10 teams to sigl")-UP

Cost: $20.00 per league. League begins
April 8th. Each player is guaranteed 14 games
(3 preseason, 9 league, and 2 tournament). League

Cost: $40.00 per team
Sign-ups begin March 1st
Sign-ups are at University Recreation SUB 212
Monday-Friday 8:00am·5~00pm
·
. ·.
League Play will begin April 8 ... ·

will be 8 game pro sets.
, ''ci,
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Pre Season Tournament

Cost: . $1 0.00 per team
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.
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Women's Open
Men's Open
_ Men's Open

7:00 pm
8:00 pm
9:00 pm

,.

.. ,

1

·'·"'.I>

Mixed Doubles
Open Doubles
Open Doubles

[$5.oo it you sign up in

conjunction with league by March 8th]
Limited to the first 16 Men's. 4 Women's and16 Co-Ed teams
Single Elimination
Tournament will be held April 1 · 4

Golf League
Every Monday 1 :OD pm - 5:00 pm beginning
April 1
New event each Monday Call 962-2984 far
tee times.
A league handicap will be established.
Prizes awarded every week Discounted
greens fees.

't_

-.,. •

1

Cost: $10.00 per league. League
play will begin April 8th and each team is
guaranteed 8 games [6 leaguP. and 2 tournament)

Now you can enjoy our juicy Homestyle® Single Burger, hot
crisp fries, soft drink, and a delicious sundae ... all at one great
price. Just come in to Dairy Queen® and ask for our Full Meal
Deal™. At participating Dary Queen Brazier® Stores .

.&.A.TS

We Treat You Right®

----------

Dairy Queen® stores are proud sponsors of the
Children's Miracle Network Telethon, which
benefits local hospitals for children.

For more information call 963-3512
®Reg. U.S. Off., AM D.Q. Corp.

tt~s
COOL/NT'·-

•

.
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Wildcats finish 15-15 for season
Blankenship led Central with

by William Baldyga

J6 points, Greer contributed 14

Assistant News editor
Central' s men's basketball season finally came to an end last
Saturday after a semi-final playoff
loss to Seattle University.
The Wiidcats took part in an
exhausting week pl~ying five
games in the last 10 days, that
included four must win situations.
Central squeezed by Simon
Fraser, 80-79, earlier in the week
with a last-second lay-in by guard
Mike Blankenship.
..We're playing some pretty exciting basketball," head coach Greg
Sparling said.
With the victory against Simon
Fraser, the Wildcats were cresting
a four-game wining streak.
· Central trailed often in this
back-and-forth nail biter, but senior Jeff Foster came alive.with 28
points. including four straight
three-pointers. to keep Central
close.
The lead changed five times in
the closing minute, and the Wildcats found themselves down as they
prepared for the final play of the
game.
Simon Fraser led 79-78, when
they decided to shut down the Foster option. but that wasn't enough.
They passed the ball around until

an opening appeared and
Blankenship worked the defense
to get inside for the game winner.
Foster led the Wildcats, along
with senior John Greer who had 19
points, and senior guard Troy
Steigman, who finished with 10
and added seven assists to his
league-leading average.
Central then made its way to

Seattle. Almost two weeks after
beating the Chieftains by 15 points
in Nicholson Pavilion, it was ironic
that Seattle University would oust
the Wildcats from the post-season .
Central trailed at halftime and
remained scoreless in the first four
minutes of the second half.
However, the Wildcats battled
back with teamwork and drive that

peaked as senior Brant Borghorst' s
three-pointer tied the game at 61.
The Chieftains had a plan of
their own. They exploded with a
16-2 run that put the game at 77-63
·with under a minute to play. An.other scoring run for the Chieftains made the final score 81-70.
The Wildcats just ran out of that
last-second magic.

with eight rebounds. and Foster
fouled out with just I 0 points, 17
short of his current four-game average.
"All the things that have happened to this team caused the guys
to constantly adapt and grow,"
Sparling said. "Those last-secorid
losses took a lot out of them, but
they stepped up and really gave it
their all."
With the season now over, Central fans will be faced with an almost new team next year. Seniors
Foster, Greer', Borghorst, Jason
James and Steigman ended their
basketball careers at Central last
Saturday.
"We start rebuilding," Sparling
said, "and preparing for next season."
Sparling was at the helm as the
men's team went 15-15 this year,
but will he be back? At the moment there is a committee looking
for a permanent coach to replace
the late Gil Coleman. The search
is expected to be over sometime in
April.
"We'll just have to see what
happens and who shows up for
school next year," Blankenship
said, "to determine what !he team
wilJ be like."

Winter-tinte intnunurals co01e to a close
by Amy Abbott
Staff reporter
The exciting slams , spikes,
dunks, and saves of the winter
intramural sports are almost
gone for the season.
Intramural volley~l . finished up its season a few weeks
ago, but the intramural basketball season is wrapping up this
week with playoff games and
the final championship game.
VolleybaJJ team Russ Ripple
took the championship games
in both leagues of 2-on-2 and
co-ed 6-on-6. Team Ripple defeated team Matt Woodward in
the 2-on-2 championship game
15-5 and J5-5.,, Team Ripple
also defeated team Je(ry' s ',K ids
in the co-ed 6~ on-6 championsh'.i ps 15 :-9 and;116- I 4.
The volleyba·n 2-on-2 teams
were a new league addition to
intramu ra ls this year. T he
leagu e broug ht th e fe clrng of
:-.umn 1·r beach vo!leybuJ'. :nsicle
: ur the win 11.~1-.
1

1

~ .... i1traJT\li! rd~ \•\/~\·l"C d

Int o f

. ~; '·" '.)
chuJ icng~ fo r Lh e ~ t u.Jo:nt:l, ~..,.10
ISP Coordinator, Bruce Mace.
Overall the season was a
success with a lot of positive
feedback.
"It was nice that more men
came out for_the s~e~son to add a
bit more coin.petition to the
games, " said Ripple. "If competition volleyball was offere d

for men in high school there far from experience or a l_o t of
would probably be more of a luck."
turnout."
· In the six-foot and under
This week intramural bas- league teams, 40 Bag and Beau
ketball is winding down its sea- Baldwin both advanc.ed.
son with the final playoff games
The two upsets in the Monbetween the top teams of the day night games included wins
season.
by Mary Jane II over Red Tide,
The men's open league a 7-0 team, and Frazzini' s Pizza
played Monday-Thursday; six- defeated Caucasian Invasion,
foot and under played Monday. another 7-0 team. The women's
Tuesday, and tonight, and the intramural playoffs were
women's team played on Wednesday night.
Wednesday and tonight.
"Basketball intramurals had
The games were played on very high participation with evthe main varsity floor from 7 ery league filled up," said Mace.
p.m. until I 0 p.m. with games "The students all enjoy(ed) it a
beginning every hour. The lot."
Championship games will be
Playoff games hold more of
played,tonight, March 8~
a challenge for the players, with
· _ ; The' first night of the play- officials being much tougher..
'"offs, w,as full of many upsets · with calls than ' in the regular- ..
'a nd much excitement.
season. Each game involves
The men· s open teams that more pressure, and the stress of
advanced to the semi-finals in- being eliminated surrounds the
cluded G' cown, Ballers, Phil p la yers . One playoff loss and a
Cor bi n, Butl Jogs . . vV<.dc ; cdYI is done until nexr year.
T inne y. R'.iOt-, ;_'lc"r;i·. an ..
Nl~xt year he basl,rtb[.Ji
f~•J Se ~ , <UH1 Munt'.

Tr d ;., .

";,j·~·~. 1 nl~ti"",, '. .._

f::) ; 1..: LO 4.HlL. '

:c\. . . .

1" ~ arn

( ;~ i·nlr~' ~ t~J J-· •'~ ., ·
:d a n ::'
.nf'., ..
<J I

i

~idVa r. -.:c

the n1 on. I'he w am tar) sized coun. Ti n s wiil proco nsists of members of the fac- . vi de more of a challenge and
ulty and staff from ages 28-50. enjoyment to the game for the
"The competition. this year players.
in intramurals is outstanding,"
Now tha·t winter intramurals
said · Ken Briggs, captain of are over, students can get, in on
Grumpy Old Faculty. "There more intramural action by signare many young gifted players ing up for spring__ intramurals \
who can run faster and jump For more information. check
high er, I guess we m ade it thi s o ut SU B 2 12 .

The intramural volleyball season was an overall success.

Garrett GroblerfThe Observer
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Women's B-ball team loses in playoffs
by Shantal Chase
Staff reporter

The win against Seattle University allowed the Wildcats to
host the second round of playoffs
against St. Martin's College.
· A devastating 80-78 loss to
the Saints ended a tough season
for the Wildcats, who finished
10-15 for the season.
"The season was a success for
the team. We wanted to win at
least half of our games, but we
were a little underneath that," said
head coach Nancy Katzer. "The
all-around talent was significantly better for the old and new
players."
In the win against Seattle University, the Wildcats were able to
show off their team talent. Shannon Sherrill scored her career
high 20 points and 12 rebounds.
"Seattle University was our
best game of the season," said
assistantcoachJeffWhitney. "To
go on the road and to beat a winning team in the playoffs, battle
for fourth place and win by one
point was significant."
The Wildcats will be losing
this year's two team leaders,
seniors Shannan Sherrill and
Lynette Hill. The rest of the team

should be returning back for next
season. The coaches are recruiting hard, and are expecting to
add a few more new strong players to the team.
"Our seniors demonstrated
strong leadership. Shannan
Sherrill was more of a vocal
leader, while Lynette HilJ led by
example,"
Katzer
said.
"Stephanie Bergstrom was also
a definite improvement over the
season."
The Wildcats were determined
to fight ·to the end of this long,
· hard, season.
"The three best wings in the
conference were
Na ta lie
Hutcheson, Carrie Gosselin, and
Nicole TrammelJ," Katzer said.
"By the end of the season, they
played very well together. With
their up-beat tempo style of game,
and the ability to run and pass the
balJ the same, it showed they
complemented each other."
This season will hopefu11y give
the Wildcats the confidence and
determination to prepare for next
season. Katzer is optimistic about
next season's team.· ·
"Jodi Coker had a strong off
season progress, and she' II be a
success to our team next season,"
Katzer said.

YOGA
Spring Classes beginning March 11th.
For more information call 962-3738.

I

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER

1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close to campus

The 'Cats looked on as the Saints ended their tough season.

'Cats lose three of four games
by Curt Nelson '
Central dropped the game
Assistant Sports editor
by a score of 12-2 and scored
Central' s baseball team their two runs on a single by
dropped three out of the four senior designated hitter Jim
games they played last week- Boora, and a fourth inning solo
end, and this time the hitters · shot by junior center fielder
shared the blame with the pitch- Andrew Purvis.
Friday the Wildcats took on
ers and the defense.
Thursday afternoon the team Northwest Nazarene College in
traveled to La Grande, Ore., to the first of a three-game set,
take on Eastern Oregon State and earned their first win of the
University in a make-up game season.
The victory was highlighted
that was supposed to be played
the weekend before in by junior right-hander Mark
Stewart's five-hit performance.
Lewiston, Idaho.
In the first inning the Moun- Stewart added a career high 10
taineers scored seven unearned strikeouts in the 5-1 Wildcat
runs off Central starting pitcher triumph.
"That was the best game I've
senior Ian Keber. Eastern Oregon put together six hits in the seen him throw since he got
inning, combined with two er- here," Storey said.
Central's offense was Jed by
rors by senior second baseman
junior John Anderson, who had
Steve Polar.
"A couple of errors started three singles and senior Dana
the ball rolling," head coach Beckley who added a single, a
double, two runs batted in and
Desi Storey said.
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FRAZZllll'-S
Pllll PLACE
"Your Hometown Pizza Place"

THANK .you FOR THE
SUPPORT THIS YEAR!

Have a great

I

MEDIUM
Pepperoni Pizza

\..

no expiration date

Wildcats

at Nationals
< The Wildcat wrestling and
~wimmihg

r--------------,
$7 99
--- -- ------- 925-9855 •
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two runs scored.
Saturday's first game was a
pitchers duel and Central pitchers junior Corey Carmack and
senior Ryan Krueger combined
on a seven-hit, one-run game.
It was just not enough to bring
the team a victory because their
teammates didn't score any runs
on two hits.
"I was pleased with the pitching," Storey said. "Those 1-0
games are the ones you hate to
see."
Game two of the doubleheader was another one-run
game that ended with the Wild- ·
cats on the losing end, 5-4. The
scheduled seven inning game
was not decided until the ninth
when Krueger made an error
with two outs that scored the
winning run. The tun was unearned and the first off Krueger
this season in a span of more
than seven innings.
"He's kind of settling in as
our closer," Storey said. "He's
throwing fantastic."
Central sent the game into
extra innings when Boora
doubled in a run in the top of
the seventh.
The Wildcats smacked 12 hits
in the game, including three by
Beckley who had a two-run
single in the fourth. Purvis and
junior Mike Reese added two
singles apiece to go along with
the season-high four team
doubles.
The }:5 Wl·ldcats travel to
Walla Walla Saturday for a
doubleheader against Whitworth College.
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A very special thank you to the
athletes, coaches and fans that
made winter 1996 such an
exciting time to be a Wildcat.

POLAR

SUMMIT

JOE HANSSEN designer/owner

....... c..tial
~INTERNETSpeciat CWU Student Rate

UN1?~$7RICTEIJ ACCE$$-VNllMffED NOV~$

*
*
*

Newsgroups
World Wide Web
Interactive Ganzes

On-Line Support Available
7 nights/week
Stop by today, we can have you
on-line tonight!

412 N. Main

962-2490

FOR SALE
Mechanical Drafting machine wi scales. $125
Call KariAnne at 962-8224.
. GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
Come have the best summer of your lile in Montana.
St. Mary Lodge &Resort. Glacier Park'sfinest. now
hiring for the 1996 summer season. Call 1(800)368-3689
for an application. Don't pass up the opportunity ol a
lifetime.
EARN S$$ TO WORKOUT!!
Learn to teacn aerobic classes! .. .lnstructor Training
Programs Workshop March 9th and 10th Call Karen at
509 455-5356
PEN PALS!
All ages! $5 For List to: M. Kim, 1402 Teaneck Rd.
Suite 150, Teaneck, NJ 07666
EARN CASH
Stuffing envelopes at home. Send SASE to P.O.
Box 774, Olathe, KS, 66051
SCUBA LESSONS &SUPPLIES
Si nu now. Contact John Moser Jr. 925-1272
RUBBER STAMP EXPRESSIONS
Rubber stampS/accessones, stencils, free workshops.
Bi est little store· 413 N. Main 925-7505
FUN SUMMER JOBS .
Flying Horseshoe guest ranch for children, near
Cle Elum, is hiring boys and girl's counselors. Enjoy
horseback rtding, swimming (need two lnegards), hiking,
etc, while gaining valuable experience. Salary p\us
room and board. Call Penn : 1- 509 674-2366
FAST FUNDRAISER
Raise $500 in 5days--Greeks, groups, clubs. motivated
individuals. Fast. easy··no financial obligation.
(800) 862·1982 Ext. 33. TIS 1698 Meadowood Lane.
Reno NV 89502.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000+ per month working on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal &fulltime employment available. No expertence necessary.
For more information, call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60932
ENGAGED?
Buying gold &diamonds, Emeralds? Purchase fine
jewelry and earn residual income. Call Susan 962-5505
answertn machine) or Mana 925-2542.
NATIONAL PARK JOBS
Forestry workers, park rangers,firefighters. ltteguards +
volunteer and government positions available at
National Parks. Excellent benefits +bonuses! Over
25,000 openings! For more info, call:
1-206-971-3620 ext. N60931.
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All students are eligible
regardles.5 of grades, income, or parenfs iocome.
Let us help. Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60932.
COOL SUMMER JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $12Jllr. +tips working at Resort
Hotels, Theme Parks, Ranches, &River Rafting
companies nationwide. Call Resort Employment
Services 1·206·971-3600 ext. R60931 .
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr teaching basK: conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages required. For
information call 206 971-3570 ext. J60931.
LEARN TO DANCE
Starting Sunday evening the 25th, East Coast, West
Coast Swing, Waltz. Two·step, Cha cha Line dance.
you choose. Call Carol 962-2212
EARN
51750 weekly possible mailing our circulars. For info
301 306·1207.
FOREIGN STUDENTS I VISITORS
DV· 1Green Card Program available.1-800-660-7167 &
818 772-7168.#20231 Sta , Winnetka, CA 91306.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Over 500 posijions available this summer at Camps
Sealth. Killoqua. Roganunda. Sweyolakan &Zanika
Camps located in different areas of WA state. On
campus interviews March 12. See Student
Em lo ment for mformat1on.
TIRED OF THE FLOOR
Call Jenni at 962-2042 ASAP if you nave atwin oec
ou want to seli.
• KEY SUMMER CAMP
Administration positions available at Camp ZaniKa
Seek creative. enthusiastic team players Previous
camp experience desired. On campus 1nteN1ews March
12. See Student Employment for information or
1-800-548-8884
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Tbursdav:

l\lareb 7

• "La Tcrtulia," a Spanish conver-sation
club, 2 p.m., Sam's Place in the SUB.
• Softball: JV CWU women vs. Highline
Community College. 2 p.m.
• Eating disorder support group, 3 p.m.,
Central Counseling Center.
• Women's Student Organization meeting,
5 p.m., SUB 204.
• The Young Republicans' duh meeting, 7 p.m.,
SUB 204.
• ··Building A Circle of Compassion: A
photographic document of the relationships
between humans and animals,'' MFA thesis
exhibition. through March 8, Spurgeon
Gallery.
• Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet,'' 8 p.m.,
McConnell Auditorium. $5 for students and
SL~niors, $I 0 general admission.

I•'ridav:

1\lareh 8

• A.A. meeting, noon, SUB 107.
• International Women's Day Panel, noon,
SUB Yakama room.
• Studio East dining room open house, 3
p.m., Holmes dining hall. Hors
d'oeuvres will be served.
• Sonc Circle Story Tellers' benefit:
"Conversations with a Storyteller,"
featuring Irish storyteller Batt Burns, 7
p.m., YeIJow Church cafe. The cost is
$10.
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet,'' 8 p.m.,
McConneJl Auditorium. $5 for students
and seniors, $ l 0 general admission.
• Concert. Jazz Nite, 8 p.m., Hertz recital
hall.

Saturday:

1\larcb 9

• '·Storytelling: A Dynamic Teaching Tool,"
workshop featuring internationally-

'

'

"

The Observer

acclaimed Irish storyteller Batt Bums, l 0 a.m.,
Grupe Center.
• Concert: Chorale and Community Choir, 3 p.m.,
Hertz hall.
• "Erratic Developments," MFA art exhibition, 7 p.m.,
Spurgeon Gallery. Exhibit runs through March 15.
• Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet," 8 p.m.,
McConnell Auditorium. $5 for students and
seniors, $10 general admission.

.

8m1dav: 1\lareh 10
• Catholic Campus Ministries, Mas_s, 7 p.m., Mary
Grupe Center.
• Concert: Chamber Choir, 8 p.m., Hertz hall.
• Baseball: CWU vs. Whitman College.

.

1\londav: 1\larcb 11 • KCAT club meeting, 4 p.m., SUB Y akama room
• A.A. meeting, noon, SUB 107.
• Rejoice in Jesus campus fellowship, 7:30 p.m., SUB
Y akama room.

Tuesdav: 1\lareh 12
• "Japanese Tea Ceremony," noon, SUB Pit. This
ceremonly is open to the public.
• Denise Thimes will perform at noon in the SUB Pit

with the CWU jazz band,8
p.m. at Club Central with the
Jazz Combo.
• STEPS meeting, 5:30 p.m.,
Central Counseling Center.
• Chi Alpha Bible study, 7 p.m.,
Mary Grupe Center.
• National Broadcast Society
meeting, 5 p.m., Boullion 101.
• GALA meeting, 6 p.m., SUB 209
• Marilyn Berger discusses "A Jury of her
Peers," by Susan GlaspelJ, exploring the
relationship between women and the jury
system, 7 p.m., Grupe Center.

Tbursdav: 1\lareb 14

••

• "Self-Empowerment through Moving Images"
seminar, noon, SUB Y akama room.
• "La Tertulia," a Spanish conversation dub, 2
p.m., Sam's Place in the SUB.
• Eating disorder support group, 3 p.m., Central
Counseling Center.
• Women's Student Organization meeting, 5
p.m., SUB 204.
• "Ecofeminism Through Performance,"
presentation by Dr. Ratna Roy, 7 p.m.,
Grupe Center.

Noteworthv
• "The Book Exchange" will take place 10 a.m.3 p.m., March 12-14 and 25-27 in the SUB .
• "An Evening with Martin and Langston" will
be presented March 26, the first day of spring
quarter, at 7:30 p.m., McConnell Auditoruim.

